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Given is a strongly experienced company focused in the 
motorcycle design.

With more than 10 years in the motorcycle design, 
engineering and style we can develop and follow any kind of 
project, star�ng from the basic concept via hand sketch un�l 
the complete development of a pre-series produc�on 
motorcycle.

We have several tools and capabili�es in-home and extremely 
complete list of suppliers who can build for us any request.

Our aim is to move up new styles in design and help companies 
to build be�er products at lower cost.

Design-
Engineering-

Tools-
Style-

ConceptConceptConcept

RenderingRenderingRendering

MaquetteMaquetteMaquette

3D scan3D scan3D scan

PrototypesPrototypesPrototypes

Reverse engineeringReverse engineeringReverse engineering

ProductionProductionProduction



Design:

Advanced concept-
    Prototypes- 
      Maquettes-

         Digital Mock-up-
           Brand motorcycles-

Given main focus is motorcycle design and related services.

We hardly work by pencil, paper and computer 3D so�wares, 
but also with welding machine and complex CNC processes.
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Engineering:
Engineering is strongly related to design since it allows the 
produc�on process to be effec�ve and realis�c.

This is why we are specialized to easily move our and your 
ideas from paper to reality.

Class A+B surfaces-
   Fem analisys-

      Abs  systems-
         Environmental 3D-
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TOOLS:

We know that our customers 
need services all around design.

They need motorcycle details, 
finish, logis�c and other sevices 
to show up their products to 
market and to recive feedback 
from them.

Eicma logistic-
    Prototypes-
      Training-
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STYLE:
Design is nothing without style!

Style means interpre�ng tendencies, trends, and working on 
finish details allowing the final customer to feel the object as 
the most desiderable item he wants.

Material finishes-
   Color & Trim-

     Custom motorcycles-
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Model: Matchless Model X Reloaded

Year of presenta�on: 2013

Engine type: Twin cylinder

Displacement: 2126 c.c.

ECE Approval: Euro 3

Matchless model X
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CR&S DUU

Model: CR&S DUU

Year of presenta�on: 2009

Engine type: Twin cylinder

Displacement: 1917 c.c.

ECE Approval: Euro 3
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ITALJET DRAGSTER

Model: Italjet Dragster

Year of presenta�on: 2018

Engine type: Single cylinder

Displacement: 198 c.c.

ECE Approval: Euro 4
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UM SCRAMBLER 300

Model: UM Scrambler 300

Year of presenta�on: 2017

Engine type: Single cylinder

Displacement: 298 c.c.

ECE Approval: Euro 4



Zonghshen piccolino
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Zongshen Breakout

Model: Zongshen Breakout

Year of presenta�on: 2018

Engine type: Single cylinder

Displacement: 148 c.c.

ECE Approval: Euro 4
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Customers:



Thank you for trusting us!Thank you for trusting us!Thank you for trusting us!
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© 2018 GIVEN

WWW.GIVEN.IT
info@given.it

p.i. IT09073830961
REA MI-2066781
Via Lago di Nemi 25
20142 Milano [MI] ITALY
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